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Abstract 

We synthesized 0-3 type (1-x)PbTiO3-xNiFe2O4 (x = 0.0-0.5) multiferroic composites with 

two independently crystallized parent phases by the sol-gel method. Structural, surface 

morphology, vibrational, optical, and magnetic characteristics were investigated by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD), SEM, Raman scattering, UV-vis absorption, and magnetization (M-H) 

measurements, respectively. The XRD result showed that the lattice parameter a of the 

PbTiO3 (PTO) phase decreased while lattice parameter c increased after compositing, 

leading to a decrease in the tetragonal ratio c/a. SEM images indicated that the NiFe2O4 

(NFO) crystals that crystallized later are small and adhere to the surface of the large PTO 

particles. The strong cohesion between the two components was also revealed by the 

gradual shift of the Raman peaks to the lower wavelength and the reduction of the Raman 

intensity as the NFO content increased. The UV-vis absorption result showed the co-

absorption spectra of the parent phases in the composites. Magnetization curves presented 

a sharp increase in saturation magnetization MS with NFO content from 0.014 emu/g for 

the PTO sample to 14.360 emu/g for the composite containing 50 mol% NFO. This study 

indicates an effective method in the search for multilayer composites. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Multiferroic composites that comprise ferroelectric and ferro/ferrimagnetic 

phases have drawn a large research interest due to their magnetoelectric (ME) effect (G. 

Liu et al., 2005; Loyau et al., 2015; Palneedi et al., 2016; Pereira et al., 2020). Unlike 

single phase multiferroics that possess an intrinsic ME effect with a weak ME coupling 

coefficient, multiferroic composites show a much larger coupling (Fiebig, 2005; Pereira 

et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2020). Previous reports suggested that ME coupling in 

multiferroic composites occurs extrinsically in three different ways mediated through (i) 

strain, (ii) charge carrier, and (iii) spin exchange, of which the second has recently been 

studied intensively and widely (Palneedi et al., 2016; Pereira et al., 2020). The strain-

mediated ME coupling in composites is a consequence of elastic interaction between 

magnetostrictive and piezoelectric components (Bichurin & Petrov, 2010; Tsai et al., 

2013) that enables the dielectric polarization P to be controlled by applied magnetic 

field H and vice versa change the magnetization M by adjusting the external electric 

field E.  

In a multiferroic composite, the grain boundary interface between two 

components has an important role in mediating elastic interaction; hence, it directly 

affects the ME effect in composites. To fabricate a multiferroic composite with a large 

ME coefficient, it is necessary to create a good quality grain boundary junction between 

crystal particles that possesses good interfacial stress while still maintaining the 

ferromagnetic and ferroelectric properties of the two parent phases. Accordingly, ME 

coupling strength is strongly related to the geometric structure between the parent 

phases, such as in composites with dispersed particles (0-3 type) (Ahlawat et al., 2016), 

or composites with layer (2-2 type) (Murakami et al., 2005), fibrous/rod (Bichurin & 

Petrov, 2010) or core-shell structures (Schileo, 2013; Shvartsman et al., 2011). In 

addition, the crystallization process also affects interface quality. For the 0-3 type 

structure, previous reports showed three major methods for processing composites, 

which are (i) two parent phases are instantaneously crystallized in the same condition 

(X. Liu et al., 2005), (ii) composites are created by mechanically mixing two parent 

phases (Adhlakha et al., 2015), and (iii) the second phase is crystallized in the presence 

of another crystalline phase (Wang et al., 2013). The first method ensures a good grain 

boundary junction while causing cations to move between the two parent phases, 

leading to difficulty in retaining the ferromagnetic and ferroelectric properties. The 

second well maintains the physical properties of the parent phases but creates a weak 

interfacial stress because only a mechanical mixing process is used. We hope that the 

third process can avoid the disadvantages of the first two methods. 

We report herein properties of particulate (1-x)PbTiO3-xNiFe2O4 (x = 0.0-0.5) 

multiferroic composites in which PbTiO3 (PTO) nanoparticles were crystallized 

previously and mixed with NiFe2O4 (NFO) gel. Thus, the PTO phase is dispersed in the 

NFO matrix forming a 0-3 type structure. The effect of NFO content on the structural, 

vibrational, optical, and magnetic properties of the composites was evaluated. The 

results show that this fabrication method is beneficial for the synthesis of multiferroic 
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composites that possess both high-quality grain boundary junctions and well-maintained 

ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties of the constituent phases. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

The 0-3 type (1-x)PbTiO3-xNiFe2O4 (x = 0.0-0.5) multiferroic composites were 

fabricated by the sol-gel method. To form PTO sol, a solution of citric acid and ethylene 

glycol in mol ratio 6:4 was prepared previously. Titanium tetraisopropoxide 

(Ti[(CH3)2CHO]4) was added to this solution and then dissolved by stirring at 90º C for 

2 h. Lead nitrate (Pb(NO3)2.6H2O) was added to the solution containing Ti4+. The 

mixture was stirred until a colorless transparent solution was obtained. Water molecules 

were evaporated by stirring at 90º C until a wet gel was achieved. We dried the wet gel 

at 180º C in an oven to get a dark brown gel. Finally, PTO nanoparticles were produced 

by calcining the dry gel at 800º C for 2 h in air. In order to fabricate composites, PTO 

nanoparticles were mixed into NFO sol, which was prepared by dissolving 

Ni(NO3)2.2H2O and Fe(NO3)3.9H2O in a similar citric acid/ethylene glycol solution. 

The mol ratios between PTO and NFO were 90:10, 80:20, 70:30, 60:40, and 50:50, 

hereafter referred to as PN1, PN2, PN3, PN4, and PN5, respectively. Final composites 

were achieved by calcining the composite gel at 800º C for 2 h in air. 

To characterize the physical properties of the composites, we performed a series 

of X-ray diffraction (XRD), SEM, Raman scattering, UV-vis absorption, and vibrating 

sample magnetometer (VSM) measurements. The XRD measurements were carried out 

using a D5005 diffractometer employing CuKα radiation. Field emission scanning 

electron microscopes (FE‒SEM, Hitachi, S‒4800, Japan) were used to examine the 

microstructure of the composites. Raman spectra of the composites were obtained using 

a LabRAM HR800 Raman spectrometer (HORIBA Jobin-Yvon, France) excited by a 

632.8 nm helium-neon laser. The absorption spectra were recorded with a Jasco V670 

photospectrometer using an integral sphere configuration in the wavelength band of 

200-1000 nm. Magnetic measurements were performed at room temperature using a 

vibrating sample magnetometer with a maximum magnetic field of 13 kOe. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows XRD patterns for PTO-NFO composites of different NFO 

content (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50%). The bottom pattern of the PTO sample matches 

well with JCPDS card No. 77-2002, showing that the fabricated material, PbTiO3, is 

well crystallized in a tetragonal structure with lattice parameters a~3.910 and c~4.115 Å 

(tetragonal ratio c/a~1.052). The top pattern is consistent with JCPDS card No. 74-

2081, indicating that the NFO sample crystallized in a face-centered cubic structure 

with lattice constant a~8.337 Å. Composites present two collections of reflexes that 

belong to only one of two parent phases, PTO or NFO. The intensity of the XRD peaks 

increases gradually with NFO content. As is well known, the large separation of the 

(101) and (110) reflexes shows a high tetragonality (large c/a ratio) for the PTO phase. 

The expanded scale portion of Figure 1a compares the positions of the (101) and (110) 

reflexes. The reflexes clearly overlap more with increasing NFO content, resulting in a 
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decrease in the c/a ratio, as shown in Figure 1b (c/a~1.037 for composites). This shows 

that the NFO phase, although formed later, has a certain influence on the crystal 

structure of PTO, possibility originating from the elastic stress between the two phases. 

 

Figure 1. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of as-synthesized (1-x)PbTiO3-xNiFe2O4 

(x=0.0−0.5) composites (scale expanded to show (101) and (110) reflexes) and (b) lattice 

parameters and tetragonal ratio of composites as a function of NFO content 

Figure 2a presents SEM images of PTO, including nanoparticles with definite 

shapes, smooth surfaces, clear grain boundaries, and sizes in the range of 40-70 nm. The 

surface morphology of the PN3 composite in Figure 2b shows that the grain boundaries 

become less clear, and particles as large as several tens of nanometers appear to adhere. 

In addition, their surfaces are covered with small particles about 10 nm in size, resulting 

in a rough surface. Since the synthesis of NFO crystals takes place later than that of 

PTO, it can be assumed that the small observed particles are NFO particles. To clarify 

this, an SEM image of the NFO sample was taken and is inset in Figure 2b, thereby 

confirming that the above statement is correct. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. SEM images of as-synthesized PbTiO3 and 0.8PbTiO3-0.2NiFe2O4 

composite (inset figure is an SEM image of the NiFe2O4 sample) 

Note: a) PTO and b) PN3. 
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Raman scattering spectra of composites with different NFO contents are shown 

in Figure 3. In the wave number range from 150 cm-1 to 900 cm-1, the PTO sample 

exhibited eight Raman peaks while the NFO sample presented five peaks, which were 

assigned to Raman active modes, as shown in Figure 2. Similar to the XRD results, the 

composites also displayed Raman peaks belonging to both parent phases. It is clear that 

some peaks corresponding to the PTO phase, such as E(2TO), E(3TO), and E(3LO), 

shifted gradually to smaller wave number (shown by arrows) while others remained 

almost unchanged as NFO content increased. This shift can be well explained by the 

phase transition from tetragonal to cubic structure, as reported by Burns and Scott 

(1973), which is consistent with the sharp decrease in the observed c/a ratio. Thus, 

Raman scattering spectra also indirectly reflect the change in crystal structure of the 

PTO phase, which is consistent with the XRD results and confirms that the two parent 

phases have a close mechanical interaction beneficial for a good magnetoelectric ME 

coupling. 

 

Figure 3. Raman scattering of as-synthesized (1-x)PbTiO3-xNiFe2O4 (x = 0.0-0.5) 

composites 

Figure 4 shows diffuse reflectance UV-vis absorption spectra of composites with 

different NFO contents. The absorption edge of the PTO sample was around 420 nm 

while that of NFO was about 750 nm. The composites exhibit increasing absorbance in 

the 400-700 nm range with increases in NFO content. It is clear that the composites 

exhibit total absorbance of the two parent phases, PTO and NFO, where the 400-700 nm 

absorption region can be assigned to the contribution of the NFO phase. Using a 

Wood−Tauc plot representing (αhν)2 as a function of photon energy (hν) for a direct 

band gap semiconductor (Figure 4b), effective band gap energies of about 3.00, 1.78, 

1.60, and 1.42 eV were found for PTO, PN1, PN4, and NFO, respectively. These values 

agree well with those reported in previous studies for PTO powder (Moret et al., 2002; 

Zheng et al., 2016) and NFO (Dileep et al., 2014; Meinert & Reiss, 2014). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4. (a) Absorption spectra of (1-x)PbTiO3-xNiFe2O4 (x=0.0−0.5) composites 

and (b) method to determine the energy bandgap Eg from the plot of (αhν)2 as a 

function of photon energy 

Magnetic characteristics of the composites were determined by magnetization 

measurements at room temperature, as shown in Figure 5a. The inset figure in Figure 5a 

presents the M-H hysteresis loop of the PTO phase, which indicates that PTO possessed 

both intrinsic diamagnetic and weak ferromagnetic orders. The diamagnetic property is 

well known as the consequence of 3do electron configuration of Ti4+ cations in the PTO 

crystal, which results in zero magnetic momentum (Le et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2007; Zhou 

et al., 2015). The weak ferromagnetic order was attributed to oxygen vacancies that 

appeared inside the PTO crystal during the production process (Shimada et al., 2012a, 

2012b). The saturation magnetization Ms was determined to be about 0.014 emu/g and 

45 emu/g for PTO and NFO, respectively. Thus, PTO can be considered a nonmagnetic 

phase compared to NFO. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. (a) M-H hysteresis loops of PTO, composites, and NFO samples (inset 

figure shows M-H curve of PTO) and (b) the plot of Ms, Mr, and Hc as a function of 

NFO mole fraction (dotted lines display theoretical Ms and Mr) 
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Table 1. Magnetic parameters of 0-3 type (1-x)PbTiO3-xNiFe2O4 (x=0.0−0.5) 

multiferroic composites 

Samples PTO PN1 PN2 PN3 PN4 PN5 NFO 

Ms observed (emu/g) 0.014 3 4 7 10 14 45 

Ms theory (emu/g) 0.014 4.5 9 13.5 18 22.5 45 

Mr observed (emu/g) 0 0.36 0.58 0.92 1.37 2.25 9.47 

Hc observed (Oe) ‒ 132 117 98 88 88 170 

 

In composites, both saturation magnetization Ms and remanent magnetization Mr 

increased with NFO content, as graphed in Figure 5b (Table 1). This behavior reflects 

the magnetic dilution effect that occurs when the ferrimagnetic NFO phase is 

incorporated into the PTO phase. It is obvious that the dependence of Ms and Mr on 

NFO mole fraction (solid square curve and empty circle curve) is not consistent with the 

theoretical calculation results (dotted lines) obtained using the rule of mixture (sum 

rule) (Narendra Babu et al., 2011). This mismatch can be attributed to the dispersion of 

NFO into the matrix of nonmagnetic PTO material, resulting in somewhat greater 

porosity or a surface effect (Newnham, 1986). This difference can be partly explained 

as the consequence of the tight cohesion between the two phases at the grain 

boundaries, resulting in certain changes in the structural and physical properties, as 

observed above. In addition, Figure 5b shows the change in the coercive magnetic field 

value according to the NFO ratio. It is quite interesting that Hc increases sharply to 132 

Oe for PN1 samples, then decreases gradually with further increases in NFO 

concentration (Table 1). This can be explained by the fact that the junctions between the 

two phases contain defects due to ionic substitution between the two phases. Such 

factors prevent the displacement of magnetic domain walls, resulting in high coercivity 

Hc. Therefore, when the concentration of the NFO phase is low, the ratio of the area of 

the grain boundaries to the volume of the NFO magnetic phase is high, leading to a 

sharply increased Hc value, as observed in Figure 5b for PN1. As the NFO 

concentration increases further, this ratio decreases, resulting in the observed decrease 

in Hc. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In summary, 0-3 type (1-x)PbTiO3-xNiFe2O4 (x = 0.0-0.5) multiferroic composites 

were successfully fabricated by the facile two-step sol-gel method. The two parent 

phases exhibited good grain boundaries even though the phases were independently 

crystallized. The composites showed a marked improvement in magnetism with 

increasing NFO content. However, the increase in the rate of saturation magnetization is 

smaller than the theoretical value, which is considered a consequence of the interplay 

between the two phases. The results can be considered a good sign in the search for 

multiferroic composites that possess good elastic interaction between ferroelectric and 

ferromagnetic phases due to tight cohesion. 
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